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This article is devoted to the virtualization of contemporary public political space and related
problems of democratic development of nations. Also in the article the manipulative role of
modern media and modern information security issues are discussed.
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Criticizing the ideological myth of "Russia as part of Europe", supported by a number of well-
known scientist, the author marks the contradictions of this approach with Russia's civilizational
and geopolitical genesis. In his opinion, this genesis is conditioned by the strategical union of the
Slavic and Orthodox basis on one hand and the Turkie and Moslem on the other, as well as with
the Euro-Asian Heartland's space.
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In article positions of the western countries from the point of view of modern escalation of
threats of security of the Mediterranean region are considered. The author analyzes a complex of
economic and political interests of the European Union and NATO, caused their intervention in
crisis situations in the south of the Mediterranean, and also the reasons of developing conflicts
between the power and broad masses in the Arabian countries.
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The author on the basis of his personal observations gives the vision of the specific role which played
in the international terrorist community during last twenty years Osama ben Laden.

The author puts forward his concept of the structure of the "Terrorist International", and also makes
remarks concerning sources and ways of financing of terrorist groupings and associations.
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The article focuses attention on the US views on some facts of Chinese foreign and defense policy in
the Pacific. Identifies controversial points in the US-Chinese relations in this field, the author also
analyses the US perception of Chinese military modernization and how it affects American national
interesting the South East Asia.
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The immigration problem becomes more and more pertinent in Europe and in France. The main challenge
is the integration of the non-Chretien and non- European immigrants. A new strategic - "choosen"
immigration - was elaborated to face the break threatening France because of this problem.

One can't speak about a radical solution to immigration question, but the new approaches of Nicolas
Sarkozy's immigration policy begin to alter the unsettling situation and the nascent tendencies render
possible certain optimism as for perspectives on this subject.
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The article covers the problems of psychological condition of Japanese prisoners of war, behavior
psychology; aspects influencing behavior in given conditions, system of moral and political upbringing
and traing of Japanese military men before and during the Second World War, influence of the war on
psychology of Japanese prisoners of war.
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In the article the aggressive policy of Germany on the eve of the Great Patriotic War, its direct
preparations for war against the USSR, and also retaliatory measures of Soviet Union on the repulse of
fascist aggression is characterized.
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The Theme of an attack of Hitlerite Germany to Soviet Union is disputable and polemical. Some
historians speak about intrusion of Germans as about full unexpectedness for leaders of the USSR. The
history facts show an inconsistency of such opinions. There is also the opposite position connected with
attempt to accuse Soviet Union in expansion and to equate it to nazi Germany. Archival materials and
certificates of such politicians as the prime minister of the Great Britain Churchill and nazi propagandist
Goebbels, deny this vulgar myth.
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The maintenance of collective work of scientists, publicists, the public figures, devoted to revealing of
unevident interdependence of economy, a policy, social institutes, morals, morals reveals. Extensive on
coverage of problems interdisciplinary research grasps this boldness, eccentricity and a sharpness of
judgements about a current state of economy and a society of modern Russia.The maintenance of collective
work of scientists, publicists, the public figures, devoted to revealing of unevident interdependence of economy,
a policy, social institutes, morals, reveals. Extensive on coverage of problems interdisciplinary research grasps
this boldness, eccentricity and a sharpness of judgements about a current state of economy and a society of
modern Russia.
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